INTERNSHIP
SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT SOLUTIONS NETWORK (SDSN)
SDSN
The Sustainable Development Solution Network (SDSN) Northern Europe is an action-oriented
network focusing on mobilizing Nordic scientific and technological expertise to solve problems and
create a more sustainable society. The network links knowledge to action for society to achieve the
UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). The SDSN, directed by professor Jeffrey D. Sachs, was
established in 2012 under the auspices of the former United Nations’ Secretary-General Ban Kimoon to mobilize global scientific and technological expertise to promote practical problem solving
to reach the SDGs.
TASK
Your role at SDSN will be to support on-going projects and activities. This may include, but is not
limited to, research, assisting in communication campaigns and planning and execution of events. An
internship at SDSN is a great opportunity to extend your network and get experience within
international work at the intersection of academia and society.
Each year, the SDSN NE hosts Solutions Initiative Forums (SIF). A SIF is an action-oriented one-day
event where business, policy, civil society and academia come together to promote sustainable
solutions. One of your key responsibilities as an intern is to assist in the planning and execution of
the event. Your tasks will vary from research to communication and event planning, partly depending
on your internship period. In addition to working with the SIF, your tasks can be tailored towards
specific projects of your choice, skills and interest.
English is the working language of the SDSN, although Swedish is spoken at the secretariat.
Knowledge of the Swedish language is not required of applicants.
Requirements

The internship is suitable to students who are approaching the end of their studies at bachelor or
masters level. Applicants should be familiar with Agenda 2030, the Sustainable Development Goals
(SDGs). A diversity of educational backgrounds and experience is welcome.
Scope
Full time, office hours. You need to be enrolled in a university internship course and be available at
least half a semester (approx. 8 weeks).
Location
Gothenburg
Reimbursement of travel expenses
Yes. Trips to Gothenburg from other municipalities will not be compensated.
Contact Miljöbron
Martin Ahrin-Larsson, mob. 0766 – 12 17 52
Application
E-mail CV, cover letter and course record to praktik@miljobron.se Please state clearly what
internship you are applying for and if there are other internships which you find interesting.
Recruitment is on-going. Please send us your application as soon as possible!

